
Clearing The Catcher 

PLATE UMPIRE: 

On passed balls, wild pitches, and pop-ups, it will be necessary to “Clear” the catcher so that you do not inhibit 

his/her ability to field the ball. This requires a quick read of the catcher’s movement and “Opening the Gate”. The 

basic step involves pivoting away from the direction of the catcher’s pursuit of the ball. Pivot on the ball of the foot as 

you take a drop-step with your free foot while swinging it backwards and behind you. You are, “Opening the Gate” of 

the catcher’s box and letting the catcher exit. If the catcher’s pursuit will be to the right, you pivot on your left foot by 

swinging the right foot backwards and vice versa. Do Not Backpedal!! Remove your mask while opening the gate and 

continue to read the catcher’s movement.  

Pop-Ups - Do not look at the ball (Ball Watching)!! Let the catcher take you to the ball. Move at an angle to the 

catcher toward the fence or other area where he/she may be going for a possible catch. You will increase your angle 

to the fielder and ball to see the catch. At this point you may look for the ball. Should the play take you to the 

backstop or fence, you must make sure the catch is legal and not caught off the fence or overhead netting. Get back 

to the fence and put your hand on it, this will allow you to feel the ball brush the fence. Remember your responsibility 

here is for the Catch/No Catch. The Fair/Foul decision was made when you vacated the foul line and moved toward 

the backstop. In some cases it may be necessary to “Lean And Look” around the catcher to be certain of the catch.   

Passed Balls - With passed balls on the ground; Read the Catcher, Open the Gate, and then move with the catcher. 

If the ball could become stuck under padding or fencing; you have to be in position to see and make the call. If a play 

is being made back at the plate; you have to be prepared to move into position to make any call necessary. 

Remember to stay clear of the catcher’s throwing lane back to the plate. 

BASE UMPIRE: 

With fly balls behind the plate, you are responsible for all tag-ups by the runners and on passed balls any attempted 

stolen bases. 

When in the A position, on a pop-up in foul ground between the plate and first base, sandwich that play with your 

plate umpire.  The umpire who the player is facing when making the catch will make the call. 

With passed balls, check the runner(s) to anticipate any steal attempt. Stay in visual contact with the catcher and let 

his/her throw take you to the play. With a quality throw assured, visually pickup the defense’s glove and again let the 

glove take you to the tag play. Let the play take its full course, make sure the fielder has complete control and 

possession of the ball, then render your decision. 




